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Wisconsin
colleges help
Iraq veterans

Taking a stand for fallen soldiers
BG Democrats line up in memorial, in opposition to the war

A new G.I. bill is
mainly responsible for
growing numbers in
classrooms, sparked
interest in going back

Kenyan college
athlete dies in
room
No intoxicants ate to
blame for the death

By Therew Scott
Reporter

Signs of protest lined the walkway between the Union and
Education building yesterday
afternoon as a small group of
people voiced opposition to the
war.
Members of the College
Democrats stood behind the
four-foot high boards, which
were filled with the names of
the 3,128 American soldiers who

have been killed in combat since
the beginning of the war four
years ago.
The group organized the silent
protest to raise awareness and
ask for an end to the United
States' occupation of Iraq.
The protest took place just one
month after President Bush's call
for a 21,000-troop increase in
Iraq and is similar to recent protests at college campuses across
the country.
As visitors and students

passed the display, members of
The timing of the protest was
the group passed out literature no accident: this is the organizaand explained the display to ' tion's second annual President's
those who lingered.
Day protest.
"These are the names of all
"Today is the best day to proof the fallen troops." mem- test," Collier said. "The more
ber Ronald Collier explained people see it the more they'll
as he pointed out the name know that — yes people do
of a childhood friend who was care."
killed in Iraq. "When you see
Most students and guests
all of the names it really shows passed by the display quickly,
how devastating the effects of headed off to the Union or on
war are and how it is affecting a campus tour but some stayed
our country."
and read the names and talk

with protesters.
Rick Strong, a guest visiting
the University for the President's
Day open house yesterday, was
impressed with the protest.
"There is a need for it, I mean
nobody really knows why we
are there, and it does not seem
right." he said. "It is good that
some people care about things
outside their world."
The turnout at the protest was
See PROTEST | Page 2

of a Wisconsin state
champion | Page 5

Cooks search
out that movie
popcorn flavor
A how-to article
on duplicating that
cinema experience at

Elevator
safety is a
must
By Kristen Zmnz
Reporter

home available online
ran more onlntt

^ www.bqnews.com

Keating, Yee
pace Falcon
swimmers
Duo named first
teamAII-MACasBG
finishes sixth overall

| Page 7

Gymnasts fall
short to Kent
State
Despite a high score,
the Falcons were
unable to pull off a
victory | Page 7

Terrorists
attack train
The bomb was a
stance against India
and Pakistan peace
processes | Page 6

Helicopter
crash kills 8
This was the first U.S.
helicopter crash since
May, which killed 8
soldiers | Page 6

Underground
fire starts at
Ohio landfill
The state EPA has
named the landfill in

By taking the stairs on campus students are not only
saving themselves from
becoming inconveniently
stuck in elevators they are
also benefiting themselves
physically.
The safety of elevators
has endured questioning
ever since an Ohio State
University student was
pinned between the top of
the elevator door and the
third floor lobby floor in late
October 2006.
Luckily, BGSU has not
experienced any fatal elevator malfunctions, but they
are still a common annoyance that occurs frequently
on campus.
AngieBennett.sophomore,
has been stuck eight times in
the elevators located at the
ends of Founders. She said
there were no signs posted
on the doors declaring the
elevator out of order.
Just recently,
Angie
missed the first quarter of
the Super Bowl because she
was trapped in a Founder's
elevator for 20 minutes. She
also received a parking ticket
after failing to move her car
because she took an elevator
that became stuck.
Additionally,
Andrew
Yunker, senior, has gotten
stuck in an elevator on campus. However, after pushing
t he help button several times,
his entrapment in an elevator located in University Hall
only lasted two minutes.
Terri Sharp, director of
Media Relations, stated that,
"All elevators on campus
are inspected by the Ohio
Department of Commerce
See SAFETY | Page 2
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ties have an impact
on younger kids?

New Jersey
offers civil
unions
By G«o« Mutvihill
The Associated Press

AARON COFFMAN.
Junior. Architecture

"If girls start shaving
their heads, then yes."

|Page4

i X
TODAY
Rain/Snow
High: 35. Low: 20

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy

TEANECK, N.I. — Shortly
after midnight, Steven
Goldstein and Daniel Gross
renewed their vows as New
lersey became the third state
in the nation to offer civil
unions for gay couples.
The law that took effect
yesterday was "a big giant
step forward," said state Sen.
Loretta Weinberg, a prime
sponsor of the civil unions
law, who hosted ceremonies in her office for couples
including Goldstein and
Gross.
The civil unions, which
offer the legal benefits but
not the title of marriage,

By Kristin McKissic
Reporter

watch
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REGULATION
In the United States, the
U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has
regulatory responsibility for
dietary supplements. Under
the Dietary Supplement
Health and Education
Act of 1994. the dietary
supplement manufacturer
is responsible for ensuring
that a dietary supplement
is safe.
For more information,
contact the FDA Center for
Food Safety and Applied
Nutrition at 1-888-725-3366.

ALL SHAPES
AND SIZES
Diet drugs are available in
several different forms:

priority | Page 5

Do you think celebri-

Catholic week
spreads word
to campus

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS: Only available
with a doctor's prescription
and carefully regulated by
the FDA.
OVER-THE-COUNTER
DRUGS: Available without
a doctor's prescription, in
drugstores or supermarkets,
and are also regulated by
the FDA.
HERBAL
SUPPLEMENTS:
Available without a
prescription, often labeled
"all natural" and are
considered by the FDA
to be food products as
opposed to drugs. Herbal
supplements also are not
regulated by the FDA.

Students taking
diet pills should
use caution
By K listen Schwettxer
Reporter

Spring break is just around the corner,
and for many college students that means
putting on a bathing suit and going to the
beach, but students who feel the need
to lose a little weight before sporting a
swimming suit need to exercise caution.
Many people in today's society look
for quick ways to fix problems, even if it
includes some extra luggage around the
waist.
"People think they can get quick results.
They think that pills can fix anything,
and it doesn't work that way with a diet,"
said lane Crandall, nutrition counselor at
the University Wellness Connection.
Diet pills of all shapes and promises
have been springing up in stores fullfledge in the last couple of years. Many
of these pills feature ads with beautiful, skinny people who swore they lost
upwards of 50 pounds by takinga pill.
Many of these pills feature labeling that
warns they have not been evaluated by
the Food and Drug Administration.
"If it's an over-the-counter medication,
it will be FDA regulated. If it's over-thecounter herbal, it's not regulated," said
Glenn Egelman, director and physician in
chief at the University health center.
These herbal treatments, however, can
still come with side effects.
Stacker's latest fat burning formula,
Stacker 3 XPLC, lists a lengthy warning
label on the side of the box.
"Consultaphysicianorliccnsedqualified
health care professional before using this
product if you have, are at risk for, or have
a family history of stroke, heart disease,
thyroid disease, liver disease, kidney
disease, ulcers, diabetes, high blood
pressure, caffeine sensitivity, recurrent
headaches, anxiety, depression or other
See DIETING I Paqe 2

Saint
Thomas
More
University Parish is sponsoring Catholic Identity Week In
order to carry out the commands ol their God.
Catholic Identity Week is
taking place Feb. 18-25.
Josh Mocek. junior and
Catholic Newman Club
member, said Catholic
Identity Week is "a week
where we say 'we're proud to
he Catholic."'
The purpose and goal of
this week is to make the message of the Catholic religion
more visible and accessible
on campus at the University.
The Second Vatican
Council states, "(the Church]
has been sent by Christ to
reveal and communicate Unlove of God."
Of this week, Ash
Wednesday is the most interesting for not only Catholics,
but for the entire University.
Ash Wednesday makes the
beginning of Lent, a holy season that lasts 40 days excluding Sundays.
On this day Catholics
receive a cross of ashes on
their forehead from the previous year's Palm Sunday.
"You will beable to tell who
the Catholics are on campus
because Father Mike will
put a cross of ashes on their
foreheads," said CatholicNewman Club member
Amanda Tucker.
She is an active member
of this organization even
though she is not yet a confirmed Catholic.
"Catholic Identity Week is
basically an opportunity for
the Catholic students of BCi
to come together and show
VRELIGION

Long lost
college ring
recovered
SOUTH EUCLID, Ohio |AP)
— A college ring lost more
than 20 years ago by a former
undercover officer for the CIA
has been found in an underwater cave off the coast of
Africa.
Steve Ruic, a writer on staff
at Notre Dame College in this
Cleveland suburb, received
an e-mail about two weeks
ago from a professional diver
from Germany.
Wilfried Thiesen wrote that
he had found a class ring
bearing the college's name
while diving on "Mauritius
Island." Mauritius is off the
coast of South Africa, east of
Madagascar.
The ring, which has a blue
stone, was engraved with the

See COUPLES | Page 2
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12:25 A.M.
Rowland Sledge was ated for
criminal trespassing, resisting arrest.
assault on a poke officer and
underage under the influence at
theUrwn
1:03 A.M.
An ambulance was requested to
Mac North to aid a student with
alcohol poisoning.
109 A.M.
Douglas J Lulcach was cited for
operating a motor vehicle while
intoxicated and for head lights
required at ntght at the intersection
of Wooster and WiHiams streets

432 AM
A student reported that someone
stole her cell phone. iPod and
car keys from her dorm room in
Bromfield
3:37 P.M.
A student reported that several males on the 4th floor of Mac
West were harassing females and
reportedly trying to solicit sex The
men were not believed to be BG
students.

SUNDAY
3:32 P.M.
Vehicle parked on Fairview Avenue
reported damaged overnight, causing $500 in damage to the passenger side front quarter panel
6:04 P.M.
Man reported to have threatened a
nurse at Wood County Hospital on
West Wooster Street
8:06 P.M.
Vehicle reported to have crashed
in the front yard of the Juvenile
Detention Center on East Gypsy
Lane, talcing out a fire hydrant. The
driver was cited for failure to maintain reasonable control

COUPLES
From Page 1
were granted automatically
to the hundreds of gay New
Jersey couples who had previously been joined in civil
unions or married in other
states or nations.
For Goldstein and Gross,
that meant reaffirming their
Vermont civil union. They
would have had the rights in
New lersey even without holding the midnight ceremony,

year '76, but pan of its band
was "ruptured and torn out,"
Thiesen wrote.
The ring was missing the
thin portion on the underside
of the finger that ordinarily
carries its owner's name.
Ruic publicized the discovery in both an e-mail to staff
of the Roman Catholic, liberal-arts college and an electronic newsletter to alumni,
but no one came forward to
claim the ring.
Its owner was revealed a
short time later.
While interviewing a member of the class of 1978 for
an unrelated alumni magazine story, Ruic asked Dr.
Maryellen Amato Stratmann
of Springfield, Mo., if she'd
ever been to Mauritius.
"I couldn't believe it," Ruic
said. "She said, 'No, hut Clare
Cavoli Lopez has.'"
Lopez, a 1976 Notre Dame
College graduate and former CIA undercover officer,
was stationed at Port Louis,
Mauritius, from 1983 to 1985.
"I enjoyed water sports."
said Lope/., 53, now a consultant in U'oodbridge, Va., who
serves on the advisory board
of Notre Dame's intelligence
research and analysis degree
program, which is geared
toward educating future CIA
agents.
She said she remembers
"foolishly wearing my beautiful Notre Dame ring" during
a dive in the Indian Ocean
in which the ring slipped off
her finger.
"I was so upset," said I xipez,
who grew up in Cleveland.
There was no way it was
going to be found."
Their civil union license —
No. 1 —was completed at 12:09
a.m. yesterday by Teaneck registrar Laura Turnbull.
Elsewhere across the state, a
handful of town halls opened
at 12:01 a.m. to accept license
applications from couples who
had not been joined previously.
They must wait 72 hours before
they can hold civil union ceremonies — just like with weddings — and several planned to
exchange vows early Thursday.
By midday yesterday, at least
16 couples registered for a civil
union license.

two times annually."
"Elevators were just
inspected in December and
will be checked again in late
lime early Inly." Sharp said.
The University also has an
individual on call to eliminate elevator malfunctions
as quickly as possible along
with a service contract with
Thysscn Krupp, Sharp said.
Nonetheless, taking the
stairs as opposed to the elevator is a healthier option
anyway, suggests Kristen
Spencer, physical therapist at
ProMedica Health Systems.
"Taking the stairs burns
more calories per minute
than most other forms of
physical activity." Spencer
said. "The average man will
use about 150 calories in 10
minutes of stair climbing."
Benefits of taking the stairs
include strengthening and
toning leg muscles, burning calories and improving
cardiovascular function,
Spencer continued.
"1 only use the elevator
when I am in a big hurry
now," said Bennett
If students fi nd t hemselves
stuck in an elevator on campus, they should push the
help button located inside
the elevator car, Bennett
said, by doing this a call is
dispatched to maintenance
or police who will come fix
the problem.
In addition, students can
call 419-372-7647, Monday
through Friday, 8:30 a.m5:30 p.m. or 419-372-2346
after hours to report elevator
malfunctions.

TIMURSEN

AP PHOTO

LEGALiDaniel Gross, left, holds up the
Civil Union certificate with hrs partner

low; at 11:30 a.m. only about five
members were in attendance staggered across the display. Collier
said that he was a little disappointed by amount of students who do
not seem to care about the war.
"Many people just don't know
what is gping on, they only pay
attention to the headlines." Collier
said. "It seems like a lot of people
are just more interested in hanging
out with friends"
The scene outside the Union
was a far cry from the images of
violent angry protests seen during
the Vietnam War. Members stood
quietly and respectfully behind
the signs passing out literature to
those who passed and ready to
answer any questions.
Alison Kukla, president of
College Democrats, said a silent
protest gets more people interested as opposed to a large group of

DIETING
From Page 1
psychiatric
conditions,
glaucoma, difficulty urinating,
prostate enlargement, seizure
disorder, or if you are using
any other dietary supplement,
or a monoamine oxidase
inhibitor, prescription drug
or over-the-counter drug
containing ephedrine or
pseudoephcdrine," according
to the Stacker 3 XPLC box label.
This is not all the box warns
against. There are even more
possible reactions if a person
consumes a large amount of
caffeine in addition to the
200 milligrams in each pill,
including loss of muscle function, according to the Stacker 3
XPLC box.
"IDiet pillsl are stimulants.
They can raise blood pressure,
create jitteriness and anxiety,"
Egelman said.
Another problem with diet
pills is that most of them are
fairly new formulas; therefore,
no long-term studies have been
conducted to prove if there are
other potential dangers associated with long-term use.
"Only time will tell. Anytime
you're taking any drug there
are potential side affects.
Sometimes we know about
them, and sometimes they
show up later," Egelman said.
These non-regulated pills,

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

JORDAN F10WIR I IHEBGNEWS

ANTI-WAR DEMONSTRATION: Prospective students, parents and students walk past
a war protest held by the College Democrats in front of the Union

people yelling
"It just helps to get awareness
out," Kukla said.
Most students were supportive
of the protest, even if they did not
agree with the purpose.
The main purpose of yesterday's
protest was to raise awareness
among students and guests and

to provoke open discussion of the
Iraq War between students.
"The more you protest the more
you change." Collier said, "It takes
time, you don't change the worid
overnight but if people don't show
the administration our disapproval 1 fear that things will just get
worse."

however, may soon be phased
out.
lust recently, on Feb. 7, a
previously prescription-only
drug became the first over-thecounter weight-loss pill to be
approved by the FDA, according to the FDA Web site.
"Orlistatwasinitiallyapproved
in 1999 as a prescription drug to
treat obesity," according to the
Web site, but now the drug will
be available in lower doses for
people without a prescription.
Alii, the name of the nonprescription Orlistat, still will
not be the quick fix people are
looking for.
The pill is still intended to be
used along with a reduced-calorie, low-fat diet and exercise
program, according to the FDA.
"There's not one miracle
food or pill out there that's
going to make it happen. You
have to balance it out between
exercise and healthy eating."
Crandall said.
Crandall also said food is
meant to be enjoyed and that
anyone can eat what they enjoy,
as long as it is in moderation.
"Portion sizes are very important to keep in mind. You
have to use common sense,"
Crandall said.
Students who are looking for
lasting weight loss with minimal health hazards can make
an appointment with Crandall
at the Wellness Connection.

RELIGION
From Page 1
our pride and our love of our
faith," Tucker said.
The purpose of Lent is to
show sacrifice of something
relevant and important in
an individual's life to demonstrate the appreciation of
Christ going 40 days without
food and water and the sacrifice of his life.
The Catholic students,
faculty and staff of BG will
take part in the activities this
week to raise awareness on
campus.
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CATHOLIC IDENTITY WEEK
February 19 through February 25
Catholic Identity Week is a week set aside that allows the Catholic
to be visible and accessible on the campus of BGSU.

faith

> ASH WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 21
HOLY MASS AND DISTRIBUTION OF ASHES
11:30 am
at the Student Union Multi Purpose Room
5:15 pm
atOlscamp 101
9:00 pm
at Saint Thomas More University Parish
9:30 pm
Night of Worship
THURSDAY. FEB. 22

2:00-5:00 pm
Go to confessions at Prout Chapel.
5:15 pm
Go to Holy Mass at Prout Chapel
7:30 pm
Creed On Campus' meeting on "Why Do Catholics Do That.'
In Olscamp 219.

[

GO TO HOLY MASS
AND BRING A FRIEND
AT SAINT THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH.
SATURDAY, FEB. 24

]

5:00 pm
Holy Mass at Saint Thomas More University Parish.
SUNDAY. FEB. 25
10:00 am
Holy Mass at Saint Thomas More University Parish.
Noon
Holy Mass at Saint Thomas More University Parish.
7:00 pm
Holy Mass at Saint Thomas More University Parish.
8:00 pm
Catholic Coffee House at Saint Thomas More University Parish.

Add some excitement and leadership to your schedule today!
For mote information contact LTC Marilyn DeWalt, BGSU Army ROTC at mdewalt@bgsu.edu, 419-372-2476 or visit
www.bgsu.edu/departments/mils

St. Thomas More University Parish
419-352-7555 • 425 Thurstin Ave.
www.sttoms.com
SIRVING 1HE BGSU CATHOLIC COMMUNIIV

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE

Swimmer dies
after falling in
his dorm

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Annual Undergraduate
Art and Design
Exhibition

COLUMBUS IAP) — A Kenyon
t (iBegeswimmer has died alter he
fell in a dormitory bathroom and
struck his head, school officials
said yesterday.
Caleb Gottinger, 19. of
Milwaukee, apparently fainted
Saturday morning and tests at a
medical center near the college
55 miles northeast of Columbus
determined he siilli'red a Iraclured
skull and a hemorrhage, college
spokesman Shawn Presley said
Gottinger was declared brain
deail Sunday morning after
being transferred to Columbus'

Dorothy Uber Bryan and
WillardWankelman Galleries

6p.m
How 2: Hip Hop Dance
Cost is $5. wear sneakers and comfortable clothes
314 Union

7 - 8:30 p.m.
CareerStarz! Strategies
that Earn Great Jobs
228 Union
SHAWNDAHESS

7:30. p.m
Spring Film Directors
Series featuring
the work of Andrei
Tarkovsky

Riverside Methodist I tospltal and
he remained on lite support until
early yesterday so his organs could

WINTER WELOME: A group of prospective students take a tour of campus Yesterday was one of the biggest days for tour guides because of the Presidents' Preview Day

College can be affordable for re-adjusting veterans

The film Solaris (Solyaris) is showing

By Megan Twohey

for free

MCT

Gish Film Theater. Hannah Hall

lake Warner lashes out when
his classmates at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison protest
the war.
Katie Nelson, a junior at UVVMilwaukee, gets confused by her
financial aid.
Pour years after enrolling at
UW-Oshkosh, Todd lohnston
still feels lonely; he misses having friends by his side 24 hours
a day.
A slewof government benefits,

8 p.m
Nine Planets and
Counting
Multi-media event
Planetarium. 112 Physical
Sciences

8 -10 D.I"
Pub Unplugged: Jeremy
Culpepper

including a new Wisconsin G.I.
Bill, is propelling record numbers of veterans into Wisconsin's
colleges and universities.
Thousands of men and
women — many back from
tours in Iraq and Afghanistan
— are seizing the chance for a
free, or nearly free, education.
But even with the financial
assistance, the transition to college can be difficult, as veterans such as Warner, Nelson and
lohnston can attest.
"It's a lot," said David Pelis,
a counselor at the Zablocki

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
in Milwaukee who has worked
with veterans at area colleges.
"On top of their class schedules.
they're dealing with readjustment issues that the average 21 year-old student doesn't have."
College has never been
more affordable for veterans
in Wisconsin. There are longstanding benefits, including the Montgomery G.I.
Bill, the Wisconsin National
Guard Tuition Grant and the
Wisconsin Veterans Education
Reimbursement Grant.

More assistance arrived in
2005 when the state legislature
passed the Wisconsin G.I. Bill.
It has covered half the cost of
tuition for veterans in the state's
public colleges and universities.
This year, it will expand to cover
KM) percent of tuition.
The new benefit is significant
because students don't have to
wait to be reimbursed; the assistance is up front. Spouses and
children of veterans also are eligible lor the benefit if the veteran
died or became disabled in [Inline of duty.

Union Pub

9 p.m.

Program creates degree for
homeland security specialists

College Democrats
Meeting
21S Olscamp

By Jonathan Cribbi
MCT

Vision (GLBT*) Weekly

Meeting

On the second floor of a training building in Marine Corps Air
Station Beaufort on a January
night, security didn't come from
the barrel of a gun or the buzz of
a laser.
It staned with rote memorization of obscure capitals: Riga,
latvia, and Skopje, Macedonia,
and Vaduz. I ichtenstein.
In Room 215, University of
South Carolina Beaufort instmctor
Colin Pearce stood in front of his
class and called out countries.
"Finland? Olympic Games?
Nineteen-fiffteeeeee-two?" he
tisked.
"Helsinki?" one student blurted
out.
"The Netherlands," Pearce
said, moving on. "Sin City?Where
you want to go if you want to
commit sins?"
It was die beginning of

107 Hanna Hall

CAMPUS
BRIEFS

VISION'S Married'
date rescheduled
On February 20. VISION, the
University's organization for gay, lesbian, bisexual and supportive straight
issues will be honoring National
Freedom to Marry Day in the Union
along with Delta Lambda Phi From
11:50 a.m. to 4 p.m. the groups will
be at the Union tables "marrying"
consenting couples of any sexual
orientation The event was originally
scheduled for Valentines Day. but
due to snow days, it was rescheduled.

"Sin City? Where
you want to go if
you want to commit
sins."

consciousness,
Officials at the college in the
small town of Gambit'! did not
know what caused Gotiinger to
faint, but said there was no evidence thai alcohol or dings were
involved.
"Caleb was a bright, promising
student just beginning bis career
at the college. He will be greatly
missed by his teammates, friends,
faculty members and all win > knew
him," Kenyon President S. Georgia
Nugent siid in a statement.
Gottinger. a standout swimmer at Milwaukee Riverside Nigh
School won the Wisconsin state

championship in the 200-yard
freestyle in 2005.

o Appointment Tanning I 2 Weeks

Be« G« Shopping Center

1062N.MainSt

352-9055
Outback Plaia
5200 Monroe Street

■Unlimited tanning from $11.99
■Large CLEAN facilities
■State of the art equipment
■Board Certified Employees
"ultl-Level Tanning
bred the Best

.
°Pfn ^yday
8am-llpm

Tanning

843-2055
Southland Pliu

Colin Pearce j Instructor

Introduction to Security Studies,
the first class in the university's
new security program, a degree
designed to capitalize on the surging demand for homeland security professionals in the country
following Sept. 11 and I lurricane
Katrina. the program is the first of
its kind in South Carolina and one
of few nationwide.
University officials said they
hope demand for the program will
flourish among the 6,000-plus military personnel at the air station
and Marine Corps Recruit Depot
Parris Island, many may be looking for work in the private sector.

be donated, hospital and school
officials slid. He never regained

34O0 Glendale Ave.

382-5055
MinclcMiltPliii

4925 Jackman Road

475-9855
JWIi'llilM
Timberstone Plan

Unlimited

7615 Sylvania Ave.

Tanning
$* •'991 '

841-5055

11>

mo.

JMBfllttTP
K

Spring Meadow PlKf

ISflSfklqlfcxhftDi

www.tanprousa.com

toll free 866-tanprol

866-8655

The Coolest Way to Look HOT!

'.<uW> OH Pe-»n

■BET

*

TODAY IN HISTORY
- February 20th 1902-

THE HOTTEST SPOT IN TOWN

Am.pl Adams
II:- l.im.;i.- uv.'/i Ill /'A*wl/'Ar . I./...7
. !,',/"/.• /.< born /•/ .S,/// //,///,-/..,,'

STOP

falcon mm festival

IN

TO

TOUR

AND

SEE

WHY!

Saturday, February 24

at the Cla-Zel Theatre
•Doors Open
at 6:30 pm
•Free Admission &
Open to the Public
•Prizes Given Ou
www.bgsu.edu/bgmoviefest
Office of the CIO • Oflice ol Residence life • BGSU Bookstore

Bowling Green State University
College of Musical Arts
Bowling Green Opera Theater

•Private shuttle to & from campus
•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis
•3 high pressure tanning domes

presents
DIALOGUES OF
THE CARMELITES
by Francis Poulenc

DIALOGUES OF
llll C AKMI I HIS

Friday, February 23 at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, February 25 at 3 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

Performed in English
Geoffrey Stephenson, stage director
Emily Freeman Brown, music director of opera
Tickets: $8 students & Sr. Cit. ft $10 adults
For ticket information, call 419-372-8177 or 800-589-2224
Center box office is open weekdays from noon to 6 p.m.

BGSU

•HUGE 24 hr fitness center J
Office Hours:1
Monday - Friday
8.30
Saturday
10.
Sunday
12.

:

•Washer & dryer in every apart
-Free internet in every bedroom

Tut ENCLAVE APAKTMBUTS
Leasing up fast for Fall 2007

877.819.6802
Napolaon Rd. Bowling Qraart - www.collagap.rkwafa.cofn

*■

*

"I tried to talk her out of it, but she said, 'No. I absolutely want it
shaved off now.

- Esther Tognozzi, owner of the California salon where Britney

Spears shaved her own head on Friday, from Time.com
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Do you think celebrities have an impact on younger kids?

"It matters on the kid.

"If their parents do a

"Yeah, because they

"Yes, because

but sports stars have

good job. then they

are role models."

tomorrow, Britney

a bigger impact"

don't"

JOEL ALLEN. Senior.
Mddle Childhood
Education

HAROLD. WHY DON T
YOU INVITE tMLLYTO
SPEND SOME QU^iTy
-nME WITH US? ■—

LIBBY HARRISON.
Sophomore. Dietetics

KATIE LOWRIE. Senior.
Athletic Training

SURE HONEY i
I'awRlTE ON His
y vm. RIGlfTNO^i
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Bush must find way out of Iraq
PjF SCOTT RECKER
ft
^fly^^^OlUMNISI

According to a recent poll done
by Newsweek, 58 patent of
voters said they wish President
Bush's term was. over. This man is
the leader of a great nation and
he doesn't even hold the respect
of the citizens whom he is supposed to represent
Bush's popukirity has plummeted and he knows it. The
whole situation of Iraq has
hacked President Bush into a
corner and he realizes it was not
even close to a brilliant decision
to go to war. I le realizes he has
not done justice to the presidency and it is brutally noticeable.
When being interviewed lately,
his eyes scream that he is embarrassed by his poor decisions and
Ihe impact they have had among
many lives. It seems lie hits lost
his drive and passion about
being the commander in chief
of The United States of America.
The eye of the tiger has left him
and there is no hunger for politics left in his soul.
Did he expect to invade Iraq
and be greeted with open amis
bv the country after the initial

victory? I'm 20 years old and have
never been ill the military, but I
realize what happens when you
try to change people who do not
seek change themselves. When
someone sticks their nose in
places it does not belong retaliation lends to occur. It makes
us look stiipid as Americans
because it seems we haven't
learned from Vietnam.
II our government keeps trying
to imperialize all of these countries and make them think how
we do eventually, we will push
someone's buttons too far and
destruction will occur. Now Iran's
riise for our controlling countries
has seemed to dwindle dangerously close to explosion. The
hate of America is spreading and
countries are starting to stand up
to the bully.
Our occupation of Iraq right
now is no more necessary than
Britain's control of us during
the Revolutionary War. This is
not a "good war" like World War
II was. We cannot identify the
enemy with all of the factions
and our goal of what is trying to
be accomplished is unclear. No
wonder why the support rate
for this war is under 40 percent
among the American population.
The worst part of Bush's presidency is the fact that he has not
only lost the respect of the majority of Americans, but it seems

he has lost respect of many high
ranking government officials.
An article written by the
Associated Press entitled "House
passes Iraq resolution critical of
Bush" talks more in depdi about
this notion. The article states,
" The Democratic-controlled
1 louse issued a symbolic rejection of President Bush's plan to
deploy more troops in Iraq on
Friday, opening an epic confrontation between Congress and
commander in chief over an
unpopular war that has taken the
lives of more than 3,100 troops."
Lives are being lost in Iraq
and we have nothing to show
for it except lost dollars and
dead bodies. An exit strategy is
needed, and the sooner the better. Bring the troops home, but
while they are in Iraq they need
the best supplies we can give
them. Hopefully more 20-yearold soldiers will not suffer and
die because of one man's horrible
mistake. So please Mr. Bush,
either find a way to get out of the
comer you have been stuck in
for quite some time now or hand
in your resignation. I believe it is
safe to say that Bush is the worst
president the United States has
ever seen.

SmrfcommenB to Scott Reder at
sakei&xpuecki
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VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Spears' fans will all

Have your own take on

have shaved heads."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

JULIA DOUBRAVA.
Sophomore. Intervention
Specialist

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

Celebrity actions have a major
impact on younger children

In the midst of headlines
about U.S. troops in Iraq,
Condoleczza Rice's efforts in
Jerusalem and the release of an
American engineer held captive in Nigeria, CNN's homepage also reported that Britney
Spears shaved her head.
While this may be a novel
story, it certainly does not have
a significant impact on the
world. It does not affect the
masses. Or does it?
This is just one example of
how celebrities are continually
making headlines. However,
sadly, for some, it is often for
their out-of-control or indecent
behavior.
This story, although seemingly lacking in newsworthiness, can actually have a very
significant impact on the
masses, especially the young
masses.
A recent Newsweek article
titled "Gone Bad?" analyzed
bow the behavior of certain
young, female celebrities
is impacting young girls.
Checking into rehab, learning
pole dancing for a movie role,
parking a car on a Los Angeles
freeway, passing out in hotels,
partying without wearing
underwear: these are just a few
examples the article cites of
stars' wild antics.
For most people, these
actions are simply dismissed
as being typical of the
I lolly wood culture. But for
young girls, who are much
more vulnerable to the influences of popular culture, these
behaviors are not so easily
ignored. If girls do not have
strong, wholesome influences
in their lives, then the media
will be the main influence
in their lives. And what is the
media covering? The crazy
lives of rich and famous socialites and celebrities.
A Newsweek poll said that
77 percent of Americans

believe these celebrities "have
too much influence on young
girls". These young, famous
women, even if they don't realize it and even if they have the
best intentions, are leading
girls into an oversexed lifestyle
in which the norm is provocative clothing, substance
abuse, careless carousing and
unhealthy relationships.
On our snow day on
Tuesday, as I was watching the
school closings come across
the screen, a talk show came
on about this exact phenomenon in our culture. Several
parents brought their daughters, some as young as nine, on
the show because they were
living a similar lifestyles as
out-of-control celebrities.
A nine-year-old wearing
belly shirts? A 14-year-old partying excessively? Who knows
how many others young girls
are out there following these
trends.
It's particularly alarming
because women have such
great power in raising the
moral standards of society.
When a woman respects herself, others around her respect
her. too. lust imagine how
different the world would be if
women respected themselves
and men respected women.
In order for girls to grow
up into mature, responsible
young women who value
themselves and others, who
carry themselves with integrity, they need their parents to
show them the way.
Parents have a natural
instinct to protect their children from the negative influences that could lead them to
a life of destruction. And they
should follow that instinct
because it's their responsibility
to do their best to counter the
negative influences that are so
present in modern culture. If
only all parents realized how
much a role they play in their
children's lives.
So what's a parent to do?
Well, although I'm not a parent, it seems like common
sense: protect kids from things
that will lead them to wrongdoing. And that especially

"These young,
famous women, even
if they don't realize it
and even if they have
the best intentions,
are leading girls
into an oversexed
lifestyle..."
includes guarding them from
the strong sexual content in
the media and being a strong
role model for them. This
should not be an effort to overprotect, but an effort to offer
them a healthy understanding
of sexuality when the age is
appropriate; a healthy understanding that their sexuality is
extremely sacred, valuable and
should not be misused.
The Newsweek article cited
a study published by the journal Pediatrics that reported
"55 percent of teens who were
exposed to a lot of sexual
material had intercourse by
the age of 16, compared with
only 6 percent of teens who
rarely saw sexual imagery in
the media."
Good parenting is essential
to combat negative images.
In the meantime, these
young celebrities need to
stop their destructive behavior. They are by no means
bad people, but some of
things they do are not only
directly harming themselves,
but can be indirectly harming kids, too.
Everyone owes it-to themselves and to those they love
to live a healthy life of a selfrespect and respect and true
concern for others. People will
Find that this is really the path
to happiness and fulfillment
and is ultimately more fun
than anything partying hard
could ever offer.

Sendcomments to Lauren Walter at
HuAu&6gsuedu

LETTERS TO HE EDITOR
BGSU/UTAPICSCase
Competition Team Places
Second
On February 16-17, Bowling
Green State University and the
University ofToIedo APICS student chapters joined together to
travel to Chicago for the Region
14's Student Case Competition.
I )oing an outstanding job representing the Toledo APICS Chapter
and both schools were BGSU students Chad Schulze, Seth Ream.
Chris I loover, Katy Noel, Lindsay
Mauldin and Amanda Braddock,
as well as 1H students Chad
Wilcox and Erin Barranco.
This combined team brought
a diverse set of skills and experiences that proved to be a winning
combination. Out of the 140
plus participants representing
20 schools at the graduate and

undergraduate level on 18 different teams, the BGSU/UT team
placed second! The only team
to score better was a group of
12 MBA and PhD students from
Wichita State University, The margin of victory was so minute the
judges would not release the final
scores. As a result of the second
place finish, BGSU/UT received
prize money and the opportunity
to attend the APICS International
Conference and Exhibition in
Denver on October 21-23,2007 as
APKS Scholars! Congratulations!
The event is structured with
an opening at 7:00 Friday night,
with a mini-case discussion at 8
p.m. with all the APICS professional members assisting the
Students, At 9 p.m., the students
are given the actual case for the
competition and a deadline of 11
am Saturday morning. In other
words, the BGSU/UT team stayed
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Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

up all night drafting and revising
their case analysis: a three-page
summary, "value stream map"
Excel sheet, and PowerPoint presentation.
To clarify, all the teams worked
on the same case study about
an insurance firm's problem
with handling claims. In shon,
an incoming document would
be touched by 14 people and
travel between 3 floors before it
was processed by an adjuster.
The business had roughly/4,500
new claims each day, a serious
problem in regards to labor, time,
and capital resource efficiency. All
the teams presented their work
after lunch Saturday, the results
were tabulated and winners were
announced at 4:30. All the participating teams are given a certificate and prize money to take
back to their student chapters.
BGSU participated in the

event for the first time in 2006,
where we tied for third place out
of 17 teams. Since the event is
structured for a first and a second place winner with all other
participants tied for third, we
returned to campus happy with
the experience. To encourage
UT's APICS chapter to anend, we
invited any interested members
to join us for this year's event The
Toledo APICS professional chapter, the parent chapter for both
our schools, sponsored our team
by covering out entrance fees.
Due to the growing success of this annual Region 14
event, APICS included a case
competition for the first time at
their International Conference
and Exhibition in Orlando last
October. The competition was
coordinated with the APICS
Scholars Program, an APICS E&R
Foundation program for'APlCS
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LISA HALVERSTADT, CITY NEWS EDITOR
AUS0N KEMP, FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA, IN FOCUS EDITOR
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JOHN TURNER. SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD, PULSE EDITOR
JASON RENTNER. PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD. DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

student. The Scholars program
encourages students to attend
by providing a stipend and hotel
accommodations in exchange for
student assistance with the many
behind the scenes tasks needed
to successfully orchestrate a
conference. The 2006 Scholars
were randomly split into teams
to analyze and present their findings at the last day of the conference. BGSU students Matt Corsi,
Brad Cramer, and Kim Richer,
as well as Jon Shadle from UT
were selected as Scholars and
participated in this program.
The student case competition
proved to be such a success with
the over 2,000 professionals in
attendance that APICS has been
busy ever since making plans to
expand and fine tune the program for their 2007 International
Conference in Denver this
October.

A result of the plans is to hold
case competitions on the East
and West coast, as well as this
Midwest/Chicago competition.
APICS representatives from New
York and California were on hand
to observe the process, help
judge, and take it back to their
districts for competitions later
this spring. The top two teams
from each of the three events
get to designate 5 team members to compete in Denver this
October—all expenses paid as
APICS Scholars! A special thanks
to the Toledo APICS Chapter for
sponsoring the team's participation in the event. And, with the
BGSU/UT victory the hard part
is now determining who will be
able to make the trip...
— Oiris Hoover, Junior, Supply
Chain Management
cltriiootiiPbgsu.edu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be induded
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

>>

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to fhentws@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News.
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Measuring up to City forensics under audit
"I haven't sent
math and science
them [prosecutors]
ByJo.Mlllcl.
The Associated Press

By Juft. On- Smyth

The Associated FVess
COLUMBUS — Don't be
afraid, Ohioans. It's only math
and science.
That would be the message
of a 11 ii ill u ( MI public awareness
campaign that was among recommendations yesterday by a
panel studying ways to improve
the state's high-tech future.
The panel of educators, scientists, engineers and employers concluded after more than
a year of research that Ohioans
are just plain phobic about science and math. And it's carrying over to their kids, which is
carrying over to their teachers,
which is carrying over to the
job market.
Ohioans have a love-hate
relationship with math and the
sciences, the advisory committee showed in a report to Gov.
led Strickland, the state School
Hoard and the Board of Regents
that oversees public colleges and
universities.
In 2004, 78 percent of residents surveyed said high
schools should try to prepare all students for college.
Two years later, only 55 percent
thought so.

Ted Strickland
oversaw report on
Ohioans' relationship with math
and science.
Conversely, less than half
of Ohioans surveyed in 2004
favored requiring algebra, biology and chemistry in school. Two
years later, a majority said four
years of math and three years of
science should be mandatory.
launching a public awareness
campaign to explain the value
of math and science to Ohio's
economic future — and telling
parents to encourage their children in these areas — would be
just the first step to solving the
problem.
T think a lot of people didn't
come up through an education system where math and
science was approachable,"
Ohio State University President
Karen I lolbrook said yesterday.
"They just simply weren't introduced to it."
The advisory committee,
co-chaired by Holbrook and
retired NASA Glenn director lulian Earls, recommended a dozen other actions

CLEVELAND — An ongoing
audit of the city's crime lab
accuses a fired forensic analyst of following poor procedures but provides no evidence
that he inteiitionally misled
juries with his testimony, an
Associated Press review of
records showed.
"I haven't sent them Iprosecutorsl a single thing that
made me think they better act
on this," said Jim Wooley. a
former assistant U.S. attorney
who is leading the audit.
The audit concludes that
forensicanalyst Joseph Serowik
— whose work has been questioned by the Innocence Project
— routinely failed to record
data to back up his results and
at times demonstrated a lack of
understanding of the evidence
he presented on the witness
stand.
So far, the audit has covered 34 rape and murder
convictions dating to 1987,
according to city records the
AP accessed through a public
records request. The results of
the audit, which began in 2004,
had not yet been reported.
ThelnnocenceProject.vvhich
works on behalf of criminals
whose convictions have been
challenged as unfair, said more

Landfill in Northeast is getting raunchy
COLUMBUS (AP) — A smelly
landfill in northeast Ohio that
has been named a top priority by the state Environmental
Protection Agency has an
underground metal fire that has
caused nearby trash to smolder,
according lo an expert on landfill fires.
Abnormally high temperatures, the release of hydrogen
gas and carbon monoxide and a
30-foot settlement in part of the
landfill indicate fire, said Todd
ThalhamentheCalifornia-based
expert who made recommendations released I'riday by the

Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency.
The EPA brought him in after
a pilot claimed last month that
his aerial thermal images of the
landfill in August and December
showed a growing underground
fire at the County wide Recycling
& Disposal Facility in southern
Stark County.
Thalhamer, of the California
Integrated Waste Management
Board, an agency of that state's
EPA, reviewed 700 pages of data
and reports, toured the landfill
and spoke with landfill officials
from owner Republic Waste

Services of Ohio earlier this
month.
The 258-acre landfill, one of
the largest in Ohio, has been
producing foul-smelling odors
for months. Tim Vandersall. general manager of the landfill, has
said he doesn't believe there's a
fire but a chemical reaction of
aluminum waste and water.
Vandersall said Friday the
landfill issafeand will be treated
the same whether the hot spot is
a fire or a reaction.
"As I've said for six months, it
doesn't matter what you call it."
he said.

a single thing that
made me think they
better act on this."
KEN LOVf

Jim| Wooley
analysis is needed because the
audit didn't include the retesting of DNA evidence. The project last month requested new
trials for two defendants whose
murder cases were reviewed.
"Until you conduct in many
of these cases the actual testing ... you can't reach scientific conclusions about what he
ISerowik) did or did not do,"
Innocence Project co-director
Barry Scheck said. The group
earlier had accused Serowik of
either missing important evidence or lying to juries.
The review in Cleveland
is among several that have
been conducted around the
country. A crime lab audit in
Houston revealed that employees botched analyses and
taught themselves scientific
technique by reading books at
home. At least one conviction
was overturned.

ICE RACING: CSnowmobile tracks are visible on the frozen Turkeytoot Lake on Thursday.
Feb. 15.2007. in New FtanUm. Ohio

Speeding across the ice
PORTAGE LAKES, Ohio (AP)
— When the water at Portage
lakes State Park freezes over,
the complaints about illegal ice
racing heat up.
Park officials say they understand nearby residents' frustration with the noisy late night
races but don't have the necessary manpower or equipment to
clear the ice every night.
"We want people to enjoy
winter sports on the lake. But
we also want them to observe
the law," regional park manager
Bruce Carpenler said. "They
have to be off the ice by 11 p.m.,
but we get complaints thai the
vehicles are out on the ice at 2
and 3 o'clock in the morning.
And that's in the middle of the

week. Il's bigger and louder on
the weekends."
The park, i- miles south m
Akron, permits ice fishing and
skating during daylight, but
when darkness falls, do/ens of
snowmobiles anil ATVs crowd
the frozen chain of lakes 10 rare.
Neighbors complain about
the noise, but Carpenter's staff
of five full-time rangers can do
little ID police the park's 2.520
acres of water and slop them.
The rangers' lone VIA' is no
match for the racers' high-powered snowmobiles and \i\s
with studded tires.

Also, safely nun cms relegate

Carpenter's rangers to the shoreline, where thej trj to nab racers
as they leave the lakes.

Something for Everyone
309 HIGH ST:
2 bedroom, unfurnished/
furnished apartments.
Small 8 unit complex. $475 per
month plus electric/gas.

CHECK

IT OUT

523 N. ENTERPRISE:
4 bedroom / 2 bath house.
Close to campus.
$1450 per month plus utilities.

433 N. ENTERPRISE:
3 bed'i on
Nice Yard. S,'10 per month
plus utilities.

441 N. ENTERPRISE:
3 bedroom 1 bath house.
Nice Yard. $795 per month
plus utilities.

Stay with the Hyatt Regency and enjoy the

MAC TOURNAMENT

BGSU
Office of Residence Ufe

Sports Package
Special

March 4th - March 10th

$119

Reserve your room!
Housing selection starts
February 26, 2007

PER NIGHT

Apartment Preference Form
(submit in person to the Office of Residence Lite')

DATE

TIME

Seniors (90 or more hours) & Juniors (60-89 hours)

February 26

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sophomores/Coot. Freshmen (25-59 hours) WOMEN

February 27

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25-59 hours) MEN

February 28

8 a.m. to 5 p.m

March 12

8 a.m. to 5 p.m

Seniors (90 or more hours) & Juniors (60-89 hours)
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25-59 hours) WOMEN
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25-59 hours) MEN

March 14

t a.m. to 5 p.m

March 15
March 16

la.m. to 5 p.m.

View Founders Assignments

Match 23

la.m. to 5 p.m

BEGINNING

ENDING

March 28, 8 a.m.

April 15.11:59 p.m.

View Apartment Assignments

STAY WITH US & ENJOY THE

East Fourth Street Entertainment
House of Blues
Pick Wick and Frolic
Corner Alley
Flannery's
and more

Founders Preference Form
/submit in person to the Office of Residence Life')

ia.m. to S p m.

Online Housing Sign-up for Residential
Learning/Theme Communities
/must be approved by community director)
Arts Village
Aviation Community
Batchelder Music Community
Chapman Learning Community at Kohl
Global Village
Health Sciences Residential Community
Honors Housing
IMPACT
La Communidad
PCC
R0TC Community

Online Housing Sign-up by Class Rank

H Y7\T
-

£fiff&

Call 800.233.1234 to make your reservations 3
".'•'■-■• '.'''•? -Ask for the MAC Special- '-";.
■

Same room request
Seniors (90 hours and above)

BEGINNING

ENDING

March 26,8 a.m.
March 28,8 a.m.

March 27.11:59 p.m.
April 15,11:59 p.m.
April 15,11:59 p.m.

Juniors (60-89 hours)
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 -59 hours) MEN

April 2, 8 a.m.
April 6,8 a.m.

Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 -59 hours) WOMEN

April 11,8 a.m.

Apri15,11:59 p.m.

i Housing Selection and
flaaas fuangs Period

April 16,8 a.m.

May 6.11:59 p.m.

April 14,11:59 p.m.

•Office of Residence Lite, 440 Saddlemue Student Services Buildinc

For specific information visit: iiinMw.bgsu.edu/housing
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Engine failure to blame for
fatal U.S. helicopter crash

Bombs aboard train, sparks fire killing 66
By Matthew Rosenberg

the attack, and Indian officials
took pains to avoid laying any

Th*> Associated ft*u

ByNoo.Kh.-.n

way between Kabul and Kandahar,

The Associated ftess

and appeared to be destroyed and

quick blame.
India

DIAVANA.

Leaders ol

Indian

Prime

Minister

scattered in several pieces.

India and lv.ikistan pressed ahead

Manmohan Singh declared his

yesterday with iheir peace pro-

country's "abhorrence for this hei-

SHAHIOI, Afghanistan

cess, hours after twin

bombs

nous terrorist act." and expressed

U.S. troops were killed and 14

blocked reporters from entering

— apparently intended lo disrupt

his condolences by telephone to

wounded when a military helicop-

the crash site.

Iheir relations

s|>ark(il a fire

Pakistani Prime Minister Shaukal

ter crashed Sunday in southeast-

that killed (*) ixiiple aboard a

Aziz, according to Singh's office.

ern Afghanistan after reporting

first

train that links the two rivals.

Mostol the dead were Pakistani.

engine failure, the U.S.-led coali-

crash since May 2006, when a

tion said in a statement.

CH-47 Chinook helicopter that

— l-Jght

U.S.

and

Afghan

military

The incident Sunday was the
U.S.

military

helicopter

[Tie fire destroyed two coaches

India will do "everything pos-

0D the Sainjhauta Express, about

sible to ensure that its perpe-

The CH-47 Chinook helicopter

attempted a nighttime landing

an hour alter the train left New

trators are punished." the state-

was carrying 22 passengers and

on a small mountaintop crashed

Delhi on its way to the Pakistan

ment said.

had a "sudden, unexplained loss of

in eastern Kunar province, killing

power and control and crashed,"

10 U.S. soldiers.

border. Officials said the attack

A Home Ministry official, speak-

was timed ahead ol the arrival

ing on condition ol anonymity

ol

Minister

because ol the Investigation, said

"It was not enemy fin' related,"

in Kunar after apparently being

Khursheed Kasuri who was

no suspects had been ruled out

said Col. Tom Collins, spokesman

hit by a rocket-propelled grenade,

Iroin Kashmiri separatists (o

for NATO's International Security

killing 16 American troops.

Pakistani

expected

foreign

today

in

the

Indian

capital.

Hindu extremists.
Speaking to India's CNN-IBN

"this is an attempt to derail
the

improving

between
Railway

India

relationship
and

television,

Kasuri

called

the

Pakistan.

bombing a "terrible aci ol terror-

Minister laloo I'rasad

ism " and said "the peace pmccss

must go on with greater vigor and

told reporters,
Pakistan

quickly

CRYING OUT: A survivor reads imiwdiatlley after a pan ol bombs exploded on a train head- tan sparlmq a lire that swept through two coaches and killed at least 66 people

gicater determination."

decried

ln2005,aU.S.helicopter crashed

the statement said.

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Assistance Force. "The pilot was

The military relies heavily on

able to radio in that he was having

helicopters for transport and oper-

engine problems. We're confident

ations because of Afghanistan's

it was not due to enemy action."

forbidding terrain and

lack of

The helicopter crashed in the

passable roads. Dust and high alti-

Shahjoi district of Zabul province,

tude of Afghan's mountains take a

about 50 yards from the main high-

heavy toll on helicopter engines.

Peace summit raises more questions

Gas Bills

By Anne Go.ir.in
The Associated Press

stacking up?

IERUSALEM — A Mideast peace
summit designed to open a new
chapter furisniclis and Palestinians
fed up with violence concluded
yesterday with no new agreements
and a pledge to keep talking.
The United Stales, which had
pushed for the session, said it was

Kick them aside &
let us foot the bill!

an accomplishment merely to hold
such a get together for the first time
in six years. After two hours of talks

HHEMMOUSSA

with Israeli Prime Minister l-Juid

SPPH010

■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
•2 Swimming Pools

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

oitncrt and Palestinian President

COVERED UP: Masked Palestinian men march during a protest to demand jobs in the

■ Plenty of Resident & visitor parking

Mahmottd Abbas, Secretary of

Palestinian security forces rn Gaza City on Sunday Israel and the US. agreed ahead ol a Mideast

•3 Laundromats

' 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

State

summit to shun any new Palestinian government that does not renounce violence, recognize Israel

Condoleczza

Rice

stood

alone in a bare-bones hotel func-

and accept existing peace agreements. Prime Minister Ehud Omert said Sunday

tion room to call die session "use-

WINTIIROP & SUMMIT TERRACE APTS.

ful and productive"
The prospect of any immediate success here essentially was

terrorist group and refuse all deal-

that they sat down to talk with

ings with the group.

each other pretty early in this pro-

Speaking to reporters. Rice said

cess." Rice said.

Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

HOURS:

hijacked

surprise

the meeting was particularly valu-

"I could have made the decision

(419)352-9135

Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

announcement last week that he

able, however; in light of the linger-

that, well, I'll just wait until this

Email us: winthropwgerdenich.com

Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

will i>ci\em hand-in-hand with the

ing uncertainties over Abbas' pact

all sorts out." Rice said, but she

militant group I lamas The United

widi I lamas

said that could have created new-

www.winthropterrace.com

by

Abbas'

States and Israel list I lamas as a

ESTABLISHED W CHARLESTON, IL
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IN I9S3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

"I think the real value hen' is

obstacles.

OK. SO MY SUSS BCnUV AJreifl GOOtHST WID
WH£ MOT FKNCH (IT* l- MY SUBS JUST TUTt
« LITTIE BETTIS. HUT'S Mil I WAHTO TO
CAU IT J0MMY JOHN'S TVTY &WCMKHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOU6MET.
SHE THWtCS WMTtvCt I DO IS GOUMET BUT
I DON'T THINK ErTMEt OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO UTS STICK WITH TASTY!

&~Tjb*"
aJfOJI&O'l GREATEST

8" SUB SANDWICHES

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

III if my tasty sib sandwiches are a fill 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh vegfies aid tbe finest
■•its & cheese I cai buy! Aid if it niters ti yiu,
we slice emyihing fresh everyday in ibis store, right
bere where you can see il. (No mystery meat hero!)

My club sandwiches ha*e twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced /-gram bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

PLAIN SLIMS™

#1 PEPEW
leal appleweod mohed ham aid pravolone cheese
tarnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN

Any Sub minus tke refties and sauce
SUM I

*8 BILLY CLUB*'

Hans ckeese

Chiice roast beel. smoked ham. profolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

Medium rare choice roasl beef. lipped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, aid tomato.

SUM 3 looa salad

#3 SORRY CHUCKIE*

SUM 5 Salami, capicola. ckeese

SUM 4 Terkeykteast

SUM 6 Doukleprovolone

fresh hmsemide tuna, mixed with celery, oniois.
and im tasty sauce, then tipped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber lettuce, and timate. (My tuna rocks!)

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

Sj

#4 TURKEY TOM

«7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
I full 1/4 pound if real applewiod smoked ham.
provolone ckeese. lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!

SLIM 2 least leel

Ftesk sliced turkey breast, tapped with lettuce.
tonne, alfalfa sptoots. an< aiiyo. (Ike eri(iaal)

Rallys

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB

.'.w.v.v.v.w.w.v

leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and pravolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Yoi hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

Same ingredients and price ol the
sub otcluk without the bread.

Ike original Italian sub wilt genoa salami, prorolone.
capicela. onion, lettuce, tomato, t a real tasty Italian
rinaigrette. (Hot peppers kj request)

$

Layers if protolone cheese separated by real
arocado spread alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber.

Spicy Chicken or
Crispy Fish Combo

UIIIVUIOIJUS

lettuce, tomato, aid mays. (Truly a gourmet sub not
fir rejetarians only
peace dude!)

will include a delivery

charrjeolSOt per item i-/-i»ci.

JJ.B.L.T."

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*

lenoMlwtan*»Cr«i|ttit»»»lniiltao»Yf
Coupon valid Feb. 12 - Mar. 4

w.>-i>,vm
*•< •!■ M TUTM V* oaf)**n(*■»*c<toxk/i<waf
Hicoarftxancrif iMiauervpncncviqiSriti

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®

IBOX IUNCUIS PI 11TIKS Hunts!

• » ••JIMMVJ0HNS.COM* •* •

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado

FREE

Screamer
Your choke Chkken or Fish
wot>oaniilitiiiniilililil<oinoi|M
Coupon valid Feb. 12 ■ Mar. 4

EZB3I
St«uiwnic«Sa«n*i^*i/*o9»on owai

FREE

spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomati. and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double provolone. real avocado spread sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Try it on my /grain whole wheat bread. This veggie

Bacon, let tuce tomato. & mayo.
(The only bitter ILT is mama's ILT)

OPEN Til MIDNIGHT OR LATER

$1.99

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*

fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always eiceptional classic!)

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION'!!

omcuiMM-mt n:w;i

mrsvi'WTffi

I full 1/4 pound il fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, pravolone. lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.

#5 VITO*

#6 VEGETARIAN

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

FREE

Kids Meal
nfcpRMilan)Un««kMai*i.
Coupon vaUd Feb. 12 ■ Mar. 4

Burger
M*«rMM>llttir !»*«•.««,<.
Coupon valid Feb. 12

• SIDE ITEMS •
* Soda Pop

SI.29/SI.49

* Giant chocolate chip ir oatmeal raisin cookie,.. $1.51 |
* leal potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle. .. SI, 19 i
* Eitra load el meat

$1.25

* Eitra cheese or eitra ancado spread

$1.11

* Hot Peppers

$1.35

FREE6IES

(SUBS

t

CIUBS

omv)

Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sproits. tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oretano.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN
Tkis

sandwick was

invented

$■**. LB v rojM W *M 0* r* 3*» Ai v «axi» UK*
Btfctavij •xam vtj jf • mo* w arer jw »oit

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

by

Jinny Jekn's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to leed tke Hungriest of all
kenans! Ions ol genoa salani. sliced
snaked ban. capicela. toast keel,
turkey & provoleoe. janned into
one ol our konemade French buns
tbee smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato, & our homemade
Italian dressing.

1616 E. WOOSTER

$1.99

#15 CLUB TUNA*

Spicy Chicken or
Crispy Fish Combo

Ihesameasour#3Sirry Chuckie except this one
has a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. & tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU*

Coupon vaUd Mar. 5 ■ Apr. 1

IIIKIISI

uc in iicms

IISIIIID

.r< Xttkimpiprxr v* w

FREE

Screamer
Your choke Chkken or Fish
■ o) 0m * i ton. MM 11 uu pa.
Coupon vaUd Mar. 5 ■ Apr. 1

Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato.
t mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)
SMS * -a ratw

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
'ins mi net ?iei. root jurat jt«« s

PMVOB**]*J1OJ**«M|

The Above Coupons Valid February 1 2 Throuqh March 4

In Imerican classic, certainly not invented by J.J. bit
definitely iweaked and fine-tuned to perfection!

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK S
BOWLING GREEN

Mar, 4

w7n i ivm

sandwich is world class!)

■eleeeria tniiiiH lotiiicinj Mm emit

•« >*M ** v* mr el* a Man •**)■

FREE

Kids Meal
■tlsimrliliyCanilt.a.m
Coupon »aHd Mar. 5 ■ Apr. 1

©

SM ai M rcuu ta *d ■#) nv or. <■> a dsm/t Md «

$M Qi ftt nUH kt *tt mt try of* frvtoavtm*

FREE

mtmm
Burger

Mt.ra.iuurir«.«»..,«,
Coupon valM Mar. 5 ■ Apr. 1

SM ai w nun

U •> MI ., a. * g few ng ,

The Above Coupons valid March 5 Throuqh April 1

V
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SIDELINES

Aquatic accolades
Keating, Yee named first team All-MAC as swimmers finish sixth

"Back to
reality" for
NBA All-Stars
By Brian Mahonay
The Associated Press

By Andrew Harncr
Reporter

BY THE NUMBERS
2 " All-MAC swimmers

GYMNASTICS
Bernhardt honored
for performance
against Kent State
BG's Jacque Bernhardt
(above) has been chosen as
gymnastics Specialist of the
Week in the Mid-American
Conference. She is receiving
this award after her team fell
to undefeated Kent State.

Two BG swimmers were
named to the Mid-American
Conference first team in the
same year for the first time
in the school's history as the
Falcons eclipsed two school
records and finished the MAC
Championships in sixth place:
"I think everyone did really
well," said Alisha Yee, a member
of the swim team. "Everyone
went in and did what they
could do."
Senior co-captain Caroline
Keating and sophomore Yee
were the two Falcons named to

A ■ Top five relay finishes
25 - Individual finalists
335 - Total points scored by
the Falcons
1:44.94-New BG record
in the 200-medley relay
7:30.44 - New BG record
in the 800-freestyle relay

either All-MAC team.'This was
Yee's first selection and Keating
had been named to the second
team twice.
"I was happy and surprised,"
Yee said. "It's an honor."

"They are very deserving,"
said assistant coach Mark
Howard. "Those girls have put
forth an amazing effort all
year."
The team came out strong
on the first day of the meet,
which is strictly relays. The 200yard medley team — Yee, Meg
Richardson, Michael Carriaga
and Frankie Houck, finished in
third place.Theirtimcof 1:44.94
surpassed the school record of
1:45.87 from 1992.
The 800-yard freestyle team
— Keating, Jen Wright, Yee, and
Sami Jordan (7:30.44), didn't
finish in the medals, but beat
the 1990 school record (7:33.3)

by almost three seconds.
"The girls on the relays swam
amazingly fast," Howard said.
"It was like they were shot from
a canon."
"IBreaking two records] was
really exciting for me because I
was on both relays," Yee said.
On day two, it was Yee and
Keating that led the scoring for
the Falcons, each garnering a
fifthplacefinish.SeveralFa Icons
set new personal records. In the
200-yard individual medley
both Kim Albin (2:08.81) and
Carriaga (2:07.76) bested their
previous season-high times.
See SWIM | Page 8

193.700-192.225 on Sunday.

SCHEDULE

Kent State edges
BG gymnasts

TODAY
Women's basketball:
at Kent State; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL

By Adam Miczin
Reporter

On the way up

For the second consecutive weekend, BG's
gymnastics team missed a chance to place
itself among the elite in the MAC.
For the second straight week, it was a near
miss.
The Falcons lost to Kent State on Sunday
afternoon, 193.700-192.225. It marked the
first time the Falcons failed to improve on
the previous week's number — they scored
a 192.775 last weekend.

Tom Brady: It's been
revealed that the
two-time Super
Bowl MVP is the
father of ex-girlfriend Bridget
Moynahan's baby. Even this
guy's sperm is strong under
pressure.

BG was left feeling they had their chance
to win slip away.

On the way down

"I think we had a sub-par performance
based on my expectations," said coach Dan
Connelly. "I was pleased with the finish on
the floor but the rest of the meet was average. The beam was our downfall and that
was below average."
The meet began on the vault for the
Falcons and lacque Bernhardt got the team
off to a great start by winning the event with
a score of 9.800. Jenna VVirtanen scored a
9.725, a career best, and finished tied for
third.
A letdown in the bars event hurt the
team's overall score as only Sakura Tomita
finished in the top scorers. Her 9.775 gave
her a tie for second, but Iholeen Ponce also
turned in a new season high with a score of
9.650.
The beam event gave t he Falcons a chance
to cut the lead down and they were able to
score their second highest team score of the
season (47.650). Bethany Kenel led the team
with a score of 9.775 and Katie Follett also
got a new career best with a 9.750 to give
the Falcons some depth in the event. Megan
Chronister's score of 9.650 gave the Falcons
another career best in the event.
"If we can all hit on beam and bars, we
will be unbeatable," said gymnast Allison
Swafford. "We have the best team in the
MAC but we just need to be more consistent
in these events. If we stay on track and peak
at the MAC Championships, we should be
right up there."
In the final event, the Falcons performed
their best on the floor. They set a new
team best for the season with a 48.500 in
the event with Swafford leading the way
with a 9.750 — good enough for second.

Michael Irvin: The
outspoken Irvin
has been given
the boot from
television (for now. but we
can only hope forever) after
ESPN announced it would
not renew his contract. Now
who is Tom Jackson going to
call retarded on air?

The List
B6 men's basketball coach
Dan Dakich had some pretty
harsh/justified/true words
for officials following the
fiasco in Buffalo. In honor of
Dakich's ability to say what
needs to be said, here are
the five most memorable
press conference meltdowns.

1. The threat: After his
Temple Owls lost by a single
point to John Calipari's
UMass squad, coach John
Chaney charges into a press
conference and informs
Caliparihewill "kill his
(expletive) ass." Chaney has
since retired with zero known
kills to his credit.

See GYM | Page 8
ENOCHWU I IHEBGNEWS

LAS VF.GAS — Time for Allen
Iverson. Pat Riley, Steve Nash and
the rest of the NBA to get back to
work.
lason Kidd, loo, though even he
wasn't sure how much longer he'll
be doing it in New Jersey.
The show is over in Las Vegas,
where the NBA capped its week
end of All-Star festivities with the
West's victory over the l-ast on
Sunday night.
Now it's time to get serious
again.
"Being in Vegas, it's a great
place to be, a great place to chill,"
Minnesota's Kevin Garnett said.
"But it's out with the fantasy and
back to reality."
That means trade talk for some
teams, playoff pushes for others.
It all gets started tonight when
play resumes with 10 games.
Riley returns to Miami's bench
the following night, and the next
big event on the league's calendar
comes quickly after that.
The tradedeadlineis Thursday,
with Pau Gasol and Kidd among
the big names who will wait lo
see if they have a new destination.
Gasol has asked out of Memphis
and the Grizzlies are trying to
accommodate him, while
Kidd, who missed the All-Star
game because of a back Injury,
acknowledged during the break
that teams have asked about getting him out of New lersey.
[nine East, landing one proven
star could be all a team needs to
seize control in a mediocre conference. Teams in the West could
be looking to deal for a better
chance to compete wit h powerful
Dallas and Phoenix.
Denver hoped it had done that
when it acquired Iverson from
Philadelphia in December to pair
with Carmelo Anthony, but the
results haven't been there yet,
mostly because the duo hasn't
been on the court enough.
Anthony wasservinghis 15-game
suspension when Iverson was
acquired, and Iverson missed
eight of the last nine games
because of a sprained ankle.
So despite having two of the
NBAs lop five scorers, Denver
is only seventh in the West, two
games ahead of the ninth-place
Clippers. But Anthony thinks the
Nuggets are ready to make their
move.
"Now that this is over with,
I can focus on my season, the
rest of the season." Anthony said
after the All-Star game. "A.I. told
me today he'd be ready to play
Tuesday, so that was a good sign.
"We need some wins. This first
half of the season was rocky for
us. Hopefully we can put that
behind us and get better."
Nash joined Iverson on the
West bench because of a shoulder
injury that forced him to miss the
last four games, though hopes to
return tonight. The Suns couldn't
keep up their sizzling pace without their two-time MVP, losing
three times to fall 4 1/2 games
behind Dallas for the league's
best record.

2. Playoffs?: Colts

See NBA | Paqe 6

coach Jim Mora has had
a long day. and a reporter
asking about the playoffs
didn't help the situation, as

An ending Ricky Bobby would love

Mora begins to question the
word "playoffs."

3. Monday night
meltdown: After the
Cardinals blew a late lead to
the Bears on Monday Night
Football. Green states "the
Bears are who we thought
they were." knocks over the
microphone and departs.

4. To win the
game...: Former Jets
coach Herm Edwards clarifies
why people play football.

5. More practice:
Colorado football coach
Dan Hawkins responds to
an anonymous letter with an
elegant address about the
importance of practice

By Jim Litk,..

Wisconsin, Ohio State at top of
Mondays AP Top 25

The Associated Press
By Ralph D. Ruuo

The first 150 laps of the
Daytona 500 was like watching drivers circle the lot at the
grocery store politely waiting
for parking spots to open up.
Then the sun went down,
a full moon popped up and
everybody started behaving
like the Wolfman — suddenly
in a hurry and only too eager
to mix it up.
The last 50 laps featured
five wrecks, all involving multiple cars, and small wonder.
There was no room. With three
dozen circuits left, the top 20
were separated by a second.
With six laps to go, the field
was as tightly packed as it was
at the start.
At the finish, as car parts,
smoke and sparks flew through
the air behind them like the climactic chase scene from "The
Road Warrior," Kevin Harvick

«

"I ran around with

The Associated Press

CHRIS OMEARA I AP PHOTO
SMASH-UP: NASCAR driver Kevin Harvick. lower left, and Mark Martin, lower right.
battle for the finish line as a mulli-cai crash happens behind them during ihe Daytona
S00 race Sunday afternoon Feb. 18.2007 al the Daytona International Speedway in
Daytona Beach. Fla. Harvick won the race

and Mark Martin were racing
side by side at around 200 mph
separated by the length of a car
hood. Seconds later, providing
a perfect exclamation point,
Clint Bowyer skidded across
the line with his car upside

down — and on fire.

The guys calling the race on
Fox, with decades of NASCAR
experience between them,
scoured their collective memSee NASCAR | Page 9

Get ready for another 1 vs. 2
showdown in the Big Ten — this
time on the hardwood.
Wisconsin was the new No. 1
in The Associated Press Top 25
poll yesterday and Big Ten rival
Ohio State was not far behind
at No. 2.
The Badgers (26-2, 12-1), on
top of the poll for the first time in
school history, play the Buckeyes
(24-3, 12-1) in Columbus on
Sunday — just a bit more than
three months after Ohio State
and Michigan played a muchhyped 1 vs. 2 football game at
Ohio Stadium.
Florida's 83-70 loss at
Vanderbilt on Saturday snapped
the Gators' 17-game winning
streak and dropped them from
the top spot in the media poll for
the second time this season.

the foam finger,
blowing the horn and
throwing the confetti
for about a minute,"
Bo Ryan | Wisconsin Coach

Wisconsin, which was No. 3
last week, leapfrogged secondranked Ohio State to become
the fourth No. 1 team this season, and 52nd different school to
hold the top spot in the history
of the AP poll.
For the Badgers and coach Bo
Ryan, there's not much time to
celebrate their new lofty stanis,
not with a game at Michigan
State on tonight.
See NCAA | Page 9
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WOMEN'S COLLEGE
TOP 25 AP RANKINGS

SWIM
From Page 7

The lop 25 tearm in The
Associated Press' women's
college basketball poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses,
records through Feb 18. total
points based on 25 points for
a first-place vote through one
point for a 25th-place vote and
last week's ranting:

In the 50-yard freestyle,
three of BG's swimmers posted new record times — Ionian
(24.25), Richardson (24.27)
and llouck (24.32) all set new
PR's.
"Every best time is a success," Howard said. "It's
rewarding for the girls to work
hard months at a time and
swim a race for roughly one
minute and go a best time."
"It's good to see my teammates get what they want and
what they deserve," Yee said.

Record Pti
I. Dule (50) 28-0 1.250
2 Tennessee 24-2 1.190
5 Connecticut 24 2 1.129
4 North Carolina 26-2 1.116
5 Ohio St 24-; 177
6 Maryland 25 4 957
7 LSU 23-4 947
8 Stanford 23-4 869
9 George Washington 23-2 846
10 Arizona St 25-3 829
11 Georgia 23-5 770
12. Vanderbilt 2S-4 665
13 Oklahoma 20-4 629
14 Baylor 23-4 609
15 Purdue 23-5 532
16. Texas A&M 20-5 498
17 Middle Tennessee 24-3 465
18. Bowling Green 24-2 437
19 Marquette 22-4 304
20 Michigan St 21-6 300
21 Rutgers 17-7 256
22 James Madison 24-2 157
23 Louisville 22-5 107
24. Wis -Green Bay 21-3 102
25 Nebraska 21-6 90

The Falcons shined on day
three, finishing in the top 10six times. Jordan led the way
with a PR and a third place finish in the 100-yard backstroke
(57.46). Yee (57.67) finished
sixth in the same race. Keating
(1:55.36) and Carriaga (57.53)
also finished sixth in the 200yard freestyle and 100-yard
butterfly respectively.
On day four, the Falcons
watched as Eastern Michigan

GYM
From Page 7
Bernhardt set a career record
with a 9.725 In the event while
three gymnasts — Morgan
Balzer, Chronlster and KeneL
all tied for sixth with scores of
9.625.
"We
have consistently
improved on floor each meet
this year and t hat has been our
Strength." Connelly said. "At
the beginning of the year, we
were weak at floor but we now
have it as our strength. Balance
beam will he the key to our
success and whether we can
compete with these teams."
For the first time all season,
the Falcons will step away

repeated as MAC champions,
but B(i had its own achievements to be proud of. including three PR's and eight top 10
finishes.
Yee swam to a PR time and a
fourth place finish in the 200yard backstroke (2:03.86) and
Keating finished seventh in
the mile (17:30.33).
lordan (52.75) and Wright
(52.85) both recorded PR's in
the 100-yard freestyle.
Senior co-captain Brit
O'Connor surprised her coaches in her final meet by making
finals in both the 100 and 200yard backstrokes.
"She swam faster than she
had since her freshman year,"
Howard said. "It brought a lot
of excitement to the girls.'
Despite coming up short
at the end, no one is terribly
disappointed at the how the
season turned out.
"It was hard for us all season because we only won
one meet," Yee said. "But, we
worked with what we had and
every single person on our
team counted."

from the MAC and travel to
Missouri for The CAT' Classic
in Columbia. The team will
then have a week off, followed
by a trip to Texas. A month
from now, the team will be
getting ready to host the AllOhio's and compete for a MAC
Championship.
"We need to stay consistent
and get better at Ithe] beam |in]
the next three weeks.Connelly
said. "These next couple of
weeks are all tune-ups for the
MAC Championship and we
would like to be at our best
then."
"The key for us will be to stay
focused," SwalTord said. "We
have fun meets the next couple
of weeks but we have to get better and not get off course."

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517REED STREET-At Thurst/n.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year- One Person Rate -$350

839 SEVENTH STREET

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year- One Person Rate -$410

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
831 SEVENTH
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year • Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

521 E. MERRY -NeatOffenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two bdrm.
One bath w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year • Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

840-850 SIXTH STREET

505 CiOUQH-Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate-$630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer

517 E. Reed Street
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street

Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year- One Person Rate $365

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755,777Manville

• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

.--JOHN

,

NEWLOVE
£SMI

S^au, One.

319 E. Wooster Sired. Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Belli
Rental Office: 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
www johnnewloverealestate com

We've got a place for everyone!'

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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SEEING STARS: Eastern player Shaquille O'Neal of the Miami Heal plays the role of a guard as Western player Mehmel Okur of the Utah
Jazz defends during NBA All-Star basketball game m Las Vegas on Sunday. Feb. 18.2007

NBA
From Page 7
The Heat already know their
big piece is ready.
Itiley is set to take the coaching
reins back from Ron liothstein
when Miami visits Houston on
Wednesday night. He returns to
a team that looks much different
from the one he left on Ian. 3 to
have knee and hip surgery.
Shaquille O'Neal lias since
comebackand the I leal have won
seven of their last eight games,
rebounding from a horrendous
start and moving into eighth
place in the Eastern Conference.
The defending NBA champions are only four games behind
Washington in the Southeast
Division.

"We wanted at the beginning of
the year to come out of i he blocks
strong but it wasn't scripted that
way." Dwyane Wade said. "So we
have to take what we have and go
into the second half of the season,
and hopefully lasonWilliamsgets
back healthy and we have all our
guns and we have our coach back
and just try to defend our title. It's
going to be very tough and whatever happens, we can say we all
did it together."
The Heat still have plenty of
time to move upin the Fast, where
Detroit has looked like the class
of the conference since signing
Chris Webber. Even teams such
as Atlanta and New York, both
coming off dismal seasons and
well below .500 in Ibis one. still
have playoff hopes heading into
the final two months.

at

Management Inc.

The West has four teams right

behind Gametts Timberwolves
for the final playoff spot, but it's
hard to imagine any of the teams
at the bottom doing any damage
in the playoffs since they'd have
10 lace the Mavs or Suns right
away.
But teams like Utah and
Houston could he dangerous
second-round foes, especially if
injured All-Stars Carlos Boo/er
and Yao Ming make successful
comebacks.
Thai can wait. There's enough
to keep the NBA busy Thursday
— trades during the day and an
NBA finals rematch In I talks that
night.
"Obviously we have a lot of work
to do," the Mavs' Dirk Nowitzki
said. "We have a big game on
Thursday, so it should be fun."

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

• Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments

• Renting for 2007-2008

• www.meccabg.com

SPORTS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

NCAA
From Page 7

ADAM HUNGER . «WH0T0

AWKWARD: New England Patriots quaitetback Tom Brady isshown in this June 12.2005.
(ile photo arriving with his girlfriend, actress Bridget Moynahan. at team owner Robert Kraft's
home in Broollme. Mass. The couple broke up in December 2006 after three years of dating.
Moynahan is more than three months pregnant and Brady is the father. Moynahan's publicist
confirmed m a statement to The Associated Press yesterday

Ex-girlfriend pregnant
with Brady's baby
By Mark Jewell
The Associated Press
BOSTON — Aclress Bridget
Moynahan, former girlfriend of
New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady, is pregnant and
Brady is the father, Moynahan's
publicist said yesterday.
The glamorous pair split up
laic lasi year after a three-year
relationship. Brady, a two-time
Super Bowl MVP, has since been
seen with lingerie model (iisele
Bundchen. and media outlets
have reported the two are dating.
A Dec. 15 statement by
Moynahan's publicist said
Moynahan and Brady parted
ways several weeks earlier.
Yesterday, Moynahan's publicist, Christina Papadopoulos,
said in a statement to The
Associated Press that the aclress
"is over three months pregnant.
Former boyfriend Tom Brady is
the father."

NASCAR
From Page 7
ory banks to come up with an
ending nearly this wild.
One
referenced
"Joey
Chitwood," the daredevil who
performed death-defying auto
stunts beginning in the 1940s,
and whose best work is still available on youtube.com. Another
nominated the 1979 Daytona
500, when Cale Yarborough and
Donnie Allison locked up in
a final-lap battle, spun into the
infield, started throwing insults
and then punches as Allison's
brother, Bobby, pulled over and
joined the fray. The fight garnered
so much attention that a nation
watching the first-ever live broadcast of a 500-mile race barely
noticed Richard Petty making up
a half-lap deficit and sneaking
across the finish line.
Grand as that race was, driver-turned-broadcaster Darrell
Wallrip came up with an even
better one.
"This finish," he said, recalling last year's NASCAR-inspired
hit comedy "It's Ricky Bobby' It
couldn't have been any better."

"Privacy and consideration
is appreciated at this lime," the
statement said. "No further
comments will be made."
The pregnancy was firsl
reported by the New York Post
on Sunday. The Post quoted
Papadopoulos as saying the
aclress was feeling "healthy
and excited."
Messages
left
by The
Associated Press with Brady's
agent, Donald Yee, were not
returned yesterday.
Patriots spokesman Stacey
lames told the AP: "I think it
would be inappropriate to
comment."
Moynahan. 35, has appeared
in films such as "Coyote Ugly,"
"I. Robot" and the ABC television series "Six Degrees."
Brady, 29. who has led the
Patriots to three NFL titles,
was named one of People
magazine's "50 Most Beautiful
People" in 2002.

Nor better-timed.
Think back to the events of last
week, when NASCAR czar Brian
Fiance gave his upbeat state-ofthe-sport address. He boasted
about new TV partners, new sponsors, a new carmaker coming onboard to challenge America's Big
Three and the additional responsibilities all that money rolling in
would place on the people who
make the sport go.
Then an hour or so later, his
handlers announced four teams
caught cheating would lose their
crew chiefs for Sunday's race. A
fifth team, headed by owner-driver Michael Waltrip, was busted
the following day. That may have
been the most embarrassing
development of all, since he was
fronting for new series-entrant
Toyota, a manufacturer that knew
little about NASCAR's notorious
past and liked seeing its reputation smudged with oil even less.
The funny thing is that hijinks
have been on the way out the
last half-dozen or so years, as
NASCAR embarked on an NFLstyle expansion plan, growing
more homogeneous than homespun, more choreographed than
chaotic in the bargain.

So Ryan held his own 60second celebration at home,
with a big foam "We're No. I"
finger he took from his kids, a
party favor and a handful of
paper torn into confetti.
"I ran around with the foam
finger, blowing the horn and
throwingthe confetti for about
a minute," Ryan said with a
laugh. "Then I went back
into my office and watched
the DVD of a very good Iowa
team losing by 30 to Michigan
State."
The Badgers received35firstplace votes and 1,747 points.
Ohio State got 31 first-place
votes and 1,728 points. No.
3 Florida received four firstplace votes and No. 4 UCLA
got two.
"I'm really happy for the
players and the university,"
Ryan said. "It says something
about the work that's been put
in, not just this year but over
the years. That's the reward.
"It does make a great statement for the program."
For the Big Ten, it's the first
time the league best known
for its football has had the top
two teams in the AP basketball
poll. The last time the same
conference had Nos. 1 and 2
was last season, when the Big
East had Connecticut at No.
I and Villanova No. 2 in the
second-to-last poll.
The last 1 vs. 2 game was
also last season. No. I Duke
defeated No. 2 Texas 97-66
at the Meadowlands in New
Jersey on Dec. 10,2005.
The Blue Devils returned to
the rankings at No. 18 after
a one-week absence. A fourgame losing streak ended an
11-year run in the Top 25 for
Duke. The Blue Devils were
ranked in 200 straight polls.
the second-longest streak ever.
But last week Duke beat
Boston College on the road
and Georgia Tech at home and
the voters rewarded the Blue
Devils.
The bottom of the rankings
received a major shake-up as
teams ranked 18-25 last week
went 3-13.
Vanderbilt, Texas, Louisville,
BYU and Virginia also moved
into the Top 25. For Louisville,
which beat two ranked teams
— Pittsburgh and Marquette
— on the road, and BYU,
it's the first time this season
they've been ranked. The
Cougars haven't been in the
Top 25 since March 1993.
Dropping
out
were
Oklahoma State, Virginia
Tech,
Kentucky,
Boston

■■■■■iiy.itbiij»y»20079

College, Indiana and Southern
California.
Duke's
Atlantic
Coast
Conference rival and Tobacco
Roadneighbor.NorthCarolina,
slipped a spot to No. 5 after a 1 1 week. Kansas jumped three
spots to No. 6.
Memphis, Texas A&M,
Washington
State
and
Pittsburgh rounded out the
top 10.
The Badgers and Buckeyes
will not only be playing for the
No. 1 ranking Sunday, but also
for the inside track to a Big Ten
regular-season title.
Alando Tucker, who has
seven consecutive 20-point
games and is a leading candidate for national player of the
year, and the Badgers defeated
Ohio State 72-69 last month in
Madison.
"If there is a player who was
ever responsible for his team
being ranked No. 1, it's Alando
Tucker," Ryan said. "If there is
an MVP, it's him."
The Badgers started the
season ranked ninth, dipped
to 12th and have been on the
rise ever since. An experienced
team that starts three seniors
and two juniors, Wisconsin
has already set a school record
for victories in a season.
"It's not a bunch of
McDonald's Ail-Americans
and five-star recruits," Ryan
said, "It's a bunch of guys who
paid their dues. This year has
been the culmination of a lot
of hard work."
The Buckeyes have been in
the top 10 all season thanks
to one of the best freshmen
classes in the country.
Seven-footer Greg Oden
leads the team in scoring 115.51
and rebounding (9.5) and is
shooting 61 percent from the
field with 71 blocked shots in 20
games. Fellow freshmen Mike
Conley Ir. (10.1) and Daequan
Cook (11.9) combine to average 22 points per game.
No. 11 Nevada leads the
second 10 in the Top 25, followed by Georgetown and No.
13 Southern Illinois, which
has its highest ranking ever.
The Salukis reached No. 15 in
March 2004.
Air Force is 14th and Butler,
which lost to Southern Illinois
on Saturday, dropped two
spots to No. 15.
No. 16 Marquette has lost
three straight games and
slipped four spots.
No. 17 Vanderbilt, Duke,
Texas and Louisville round out
the top 20.
BYU, West Virginia, Oregon,
which fell eight spots to No.
23 after losing twice last week,
Virginia and Alabama are the
final five.

Travel

LAST MINUTE SPRING BREAK
DEALS! Bahamas Party Cruise
Irom $299' $150 OFF lor Gas and
Parking' Panama City Beach Irom
169! FREE Club LaVela Parly
Card
Call 888-777-4642
www.StudentCity.com

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BO Nesvs will no! kisosvinjtly accept
advertisements thai discriminate, or
emmii.iRe tllsuliiilnaliori JRdinsI im
Individual or group on the bails o( race.
aei. color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability, status as
a veteran, ot on the basis o( any othei
legally protected status.
I lie hi. Ntssx leseives the right to decline,
disconilnue or revise any advertisement
such as those tnund to be defamatory,
lacking in faclu.il basis, misleading orfalse in nature. All advertisements are
sublet to editing and .ipprosal

SPRING BREAK 2007
Money Saving Otters Irom Holiday
Inn SunSpree and Club La Vela!
Gull side Accommodations! Spring
Break Site Ot Panama City Beach.
For more inlormation go to:
www.springbreakpcb.com
<htlD.Vwww.sniinohrpakPch.com >
866-PCBEACH

The Office of Residence Life's
S.M.A.R.T. PROGRAM
Would like to congratulate
the following mentees
for making the Dean's list.
Dana DeBowles
Phylicia McCorkle
Kristin McKissic
Sherri Buford
Rikia McDaniel
Sharde Taylor
Tasha Batts
Ashley-Ann Gibson
Brandi Freeman
Rickey Logan Jr.

Jasmine Watkins
James Lee
Robert Evans
Karmen Jones
Brittany Floyd
Jimmy McLeod
Christina Cary
Nadia Gibbons
Travis Wallace
Justin Rodriquez

Theresa Smith
Ashley Sims
Ashlee Ranford
Ayesha Green
Tarshree Sawyer
Latria Johnson
Bridget Richardson
Dawnn Brown
Alesha Duncan
Amber Benton

Keep Striving for Academic Excellence.
We're Proud of You!I

The 2006-2007 SMART. Staff

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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SUOOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row. column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku nuzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUDOKU COM

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Services Offered
$10 DISCOUNT
Tax preparation Chamber ol
Commerce offices downtown
By appointment only. 419-353-2220

■'ersonals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

352 9638
COME SEE THE FABULOUS
LIFE OF ALPHI PHI"
Marcn 20 & 21 from 8:00 - 10:00 pm
Need a Fundralslng Idea?
Sell Custom Sdicone Bracelets
Just $0 24 ea Resell for $4 - $5'
wwwcircleb-acelels.com
FREE IGUANA
Wilh cage & equipment
419-373-1875
No-limit Te«as Hold'em
Saturday. February 24. 2007
Elks Lodge. 200 Campbell Hill

casein

Help Wanted
1

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

'BARTENDING up to S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Earn $2500* monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www.DataAdEntry.com

Security positions available in a fun
tilled atmosphere. Flexible hours PT
FT Deia Vu 419-531-0079

SUMMER OF YOUR LIFEI CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - Children's
sleep-away camp, Northeasl Pennsylvania. If you love children and
want a caring, fun environment we
need Counselors for: Tennis. Swimming, Golf. Gymnaslics, Cheerleading. Drama. High & Low Ropes.
Team Sports. Waterskiing. Sailing,
Painting/Drawing, Ceramics. Silkscreen, Printmaking. Batik. Jewelry.
Calligraphy. Photography, Sculpture
Guitar. Aerobics. Sell-Defense. Video. Piano. Other: Administrative,
CDL Driver. Nurses (RN's and Nursing Students). Bookkeeper. Mother's
Helper
On campus Interviews
March 14th Select The Camp That
Selects The Best Staff! Call 215944 3069 or apply at
•

Waitress posilions'door personnel.
Come make great S m a fun filled atmosphere w.' flex, hours Deia Vu
419-531 0079.
$8hr
Our Perrysburg firm has part time inhouse positions available You will
call our clients' locations posing as a
potential customer, and go through
a sales and or service process. You
will Ihen complete an online report,
detailing the call. Complete training
provided Computer experience and
grammar skills required. Hours and
days flexible. Mon-Sun : 9am-9pm.
Interested candidates please bring a
resume and apply m person al Intellishop - 801 W. South Boundary
(43551). Please refer to www.intellishop.com for company info.
Parl Timo Seasonal Positions
City ol Bowling Green
Family Aquatics Complex
Pay Range S6.85 - $9.75 per hour.
The Bowling Green Family Aquatics
Complex is seeking qualified, dependable individuals to join its seasonal, summer staff in the following
classifications
Aquatics Complex Manager. Assistant Aquatics Manager. Swim
Program Director, Senior Lifeguard, Lifeguard, WSI Instructor,
Aquatic Attendant, Aquatic Attendant Cashier.
These are part-time, temporary positions without fringe benefits. Must be
able to work flexible schedule
through August including evenings
and weekends. Work hours are subject to change Interested persons
must complete an application that is
available in the City of Bowling
Green's Personnel Department. 304
N. Church St., Bowling Green, OH.
43402-2399. Mon - Fri. 8:00am to
4:30pm. Telephone: (419)354-6229.
web:
www.bgohio.org,
email.
BGPersonnel@bgohio.org Deadline
for making application: 4:30pm
Thursday. March 1, 2007. EEO/AA

Falrvlew Plaza
l039HaskinsRcl
(Rl 64 & PoeRdl

Bowling Green. OH

SOUTH
SIDE

4I9.3S4.9433
FA*:

419 354.9729

419.352.8639-737 S. Main St
www.southside6.com
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Snack and Soda Locations
Member of BBB and Chamber

260-347-5840

Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 Findlay Pk Portage, OH
Large 2 & i bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. -» Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

Heinzsite Apts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices. & pictures!

1-800-899-8070
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Uns novel, with -The'
Gasteyer ol "SNL"
The three things to hit
Heyerdahl's "Kon-_"
Pet protection org.
Feline minder
Gray shade
Nasty
Due
Turkish capita!
The three things to hit
Longish skirt
Other
Gumbo veggie
Most overused
Prolific U.S. inventor
California beach
Thoroughfares
Nor. neighbor
Different ones
Evening do
Greet and seat
Macaulay Culkin
movie
Detroit labor grp.
Roone of TV sports
"Quantum Leap" star
Mt. Rushmore state

_-scarum (reckless)
Come to a point
Volume identifier
Some Ga. Tech grads
Sported
British noble
Marquis de _
Half of a fly?
More clouded with sediment
Dey TV series
The three things to hit
Diner offering
_-Carlo Menotti
Felt unwell
Spoken fanfare
In _ (in actual being)
Tennis champ Monica

53 "__ Dream."
Lohengrin aha
55 CEO's job
56 Fertilizer compound
57 Baseball stat
59 Irish Rose's guy
61 PAU's successor
62 Singer Brenda
63 Mormon Itrs.
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For Rent
"Rooms $199.00 Mo. • 2 bdrm.
avail. Now low as $399.00 mo. TV.
07-08 Rentals Houses & Apts. going
last. 1 sem. avail, all next to camus.
S5 Web. close to downtn. Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm/listing 24/7 316
Merry 3 Updated listing
@ca rtyrentals.com

'Telephone: 419-372-2851

U

Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu
I

Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu

N

V

E

R

S

day-T
9:00am -7:30pm

T V

bookstore

^snr niversity.
Store.
ty Your S.c

O
z

Friday
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday -Sunday
Noon-5:30pm

07 - 08 School Year
1,2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

1 bdrm. $400 mo. plus elec. & dep.
9 & 12 mo. leases available. No pets
854 8th St. 419-392-3354. .

134 E. Court St., 3 bdrm., 1 bath.
$11-1200'mo. Avail ASAP, parking
is avail, on request. Newly remodel.,
dntn across/Mr. Spots.419-308-2676

236 Troup St. 3 bdrm house Available Aug. 1. for 07-08 school year.
$800 * utilities. 419-308-1405.

Houses.Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 2M- F
www.baaoartments com
Quiet tenants preferred

2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month .
utilities. Available immediately. S for
fall. Call 419-409-1110.
2 bedrooms on 7th St. W/D. $650
mo. plus utilities. Available May 1st.
419-287-4337.

3 bdm. house. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. WD, AC One 2
bdrm. apt off street pkg. Close to
BGSU All avail. Aug 15. 2007. 419352-4773 419-601-3225 (cell).
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed for 2007-2008.
sch. yr..Please call 419-308-3525.

Large 1 bedroom close to campus
129 S. College, good shape. $400
mo Aug lease 419-352-9392.
Male has a lurnished room lor rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.

1 roommate needed now until May.
Campbell Hill $325 mo. t utilities.
260-241-1534

223 N. Prospect, upstairs apt., 3 bdr
m., 1 bath $1000 mo Avail ASAP
Full built in bar in family room. 419308-2676.

118 Oak. Two 2 bdrm. apts (duplex)
4 bdrm. single place or 2 separate
units. 2 baths, newly ren.. parking
on request. Up to 6 unrelated tenants. Avail April 07 419-308-2676.

227 N. Prospect. 5 bdrm.. upper apt.
$1350/mo.. 2 bdrm. front apt. $550/
mo..single in back $325-mo. Parking
on request. Avail, summer 07. 419308-2676.

916 Third St. 6 bdrm.. 2 baths. 6-8
tenants $1800-1900'mo Avail May
07. WD. free parkg. 419-308-2676
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com

Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm..
2 bath, close to dntown. & campus.
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus
utiities. 419-340-2500.

1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apartment
2 bedrooms available now
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Summer lease. 1 bdrm. w, private
bath in turn, apt Share w 2 other
lemales. W/D in apt. Swim pool, AC.
weight room, free shuttle to campus.
$350 plus. util. 330-284-4243.

•
•
•
•
•

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED - WILL TRAM
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Renting for
2007/2008

HillsdalcApts.
1082FalrviewAve.
1 & 2 bdrm Apis, or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Oisposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

■i

" la vista, baby!"
Bivouac
Summit
Diarist Nin
On the briny
Singer Young
The three things to hit
Soccer passes
Golfer Gulbis
Dipl. address
Opera song
Italian seaport
Podium
Off-road 4-wheeler
Gaucho milieu
Fern, labor grp.
Giggle sound
Hit by Ronny & the Daytonas
Web places
Rock composer Brian
Japanese wrap
Japanese wrap

On selected floor plans

www.homecitylce.com

■

ACROSS

For Sale

Management Inc.

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

■

i

:

From Only $485!

Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

■

*

1

i

■

_

"

1 bedroom, as low as $399.00
419-352-0590

lor Students with IDs!

1

'

■ ■

SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out 8 painting game lines &
art work & applying gym floor finish.
We will thoroughly train you in all
phases of the work. Job pays $8 per
hour You can expect between 40
50 hours per week. Hours can be
flexible Must be punctual & reliable
& willing to accept responsibility.
Please contact Joe Koch, 419-3406270 or fax resume to 419-825-1714

1 bedroom unfurnished. $380 mo. +
electric. Short lease, available Feb.
1. For more info, call 354-9740.

Irce Regular Coffee

"■'

www.camBwayneqifls.com

1 bedroom on 7th St. $420 month
No utilities. Available 4-1 -07.
419-287-4337.

Breakfast. Lunch Iffij Dinner All Dayl

bookstore!

brought to you by

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

1

-FREE HEAT-

1 Bedroom a Studios Available
Pels Welcome
On Site Laundry
Short farms Leases Avail
Private Patios
419 352 789)

NO LIMIT

o„,

EHO

2007 Pastiiri Ohio Festival

TEXAS II O ■ I 'KM
TOVAH4MENT

N

£^H 6YPS*lAW

352-3445 Hrs 9-9.

t

THE HEAT
904 E. Wooster
419-352-3588

NEW CUSTOMERS

THE
TANNING
CENTER

2 VISITS FOR $5

Stmy 6C, £i«a 1980

OnePremum

No Hidden Fees No Credit Card Required

One time purchase
!■:■'.'.:•.;,M

t^r

tip IfWO

3 MONTHS
$69

in the standard beds
1MATSONIYS23
PER l/OMH AND WE:
PAY me TAXI

5 beds. 1'booth
closest to campus

S0UTHSI0E LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds 2 boolhs
419-353-8826
appl. available

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

MARTEN RENTALS
710 7th St. 2 bdrm unlurnished.
AC free heat 704 5th St. 2 bdrm
lurnished Prices start at $510.

32 Rooms fluailable!!

VMUTY SOUAW

1

3-4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail. May 2007.640 S. Summit St.
Call 419-308-9905

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appl. needed

»lia 17

lotions always

25% off!

Saturday February 24, 2007
Elk's Lodge
200 Campbell Hill Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
■S 10 Advanced Ui'jrj.Mnilioii or $50&l llic Door
Register online at hUp://touniey.awardspa£e.com
OR
Mail a check lor S10 to:
Pasticci Ohio
(include41.1111., .UI.IIIN.
PO Box 453
,iii,l phone number)
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Sign Your Lease
for2007 2008 Year!
HEAT & CABLE INCLUDEDl

Questions? Call 419-376-4657
For a complete list ol'rules, visit

1520 Clough St. • 352-0164

http://toumey .avvardspace.com

Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at www.universityapartments.us

'
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